Las Lagunetas -Cruz de Tejeda-Valleseco-Teror-Naranjeros-san Isidro
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Start as 3. But reached the end of the street beside the brook go straight on upwards(green signs) an path, which
soon turns left. Here it changes in street. Go upwards, at an bifurcation right- hand. At the end of the street
starts an path upwards to the main road nearby an trafo station. Cross the road and enter the path between
houses 20m upwards. Follow it upwards, crossing sometimes the main road. It ends at Cruz de Tejeda at some
steps between wasre containers. Turn right, pass the shops and catch below the trafo station at the bus parking
the paved path upwards. Crossed the main road at an high-voltage pylon, it descends in the forest. At "Cueva
corcho" it crosses the road, it ascends some meters. Passed the "Caldereta" it changes beside an washing basins
to an road. Reached the main road at "Lanzarote" follow it right- hand to see one of the beauties washing-basins
of the island. Follow the road downwards, turn at an restaurant (bus stop)right in an street downwards. It passes
between housses till the main road at Valleseco at an petrol station. Turning right- hand pass it and follow to
the end of the street, there go left-hand, passing the church and reaching the endof Valleseco. Cross the main
road and follow the narrow one straght on downwards to "Zamora". Passed the cementery, at the crossing, go
the unpaved street downwards right- hand. It soon goes upwards to reach the crossing mainroat -road to Firgas .
Cross it following the street in the center to "Laguna" an recreation resort. In front of the entrance to it descends
an narrow street right- hand, which leads to the main road. Crossing it starts the path downwards, crossing it 3
times(to go the center of teror, cross 4 times, pass at a water installation building, the, stade and go beside the
long and huge wall of the monastery of cister to the center). the return way follow now the main road to the
quarter "Las Rosadas". Enter it follow the street to its end. Here starts rightside the path. Passed some cactusses
at the bottom of the valley, it goes strongly upwards to reach the street to Madrelagua. There, nearby an cheese
factory, change left the street to "San Isidro"Here follow the Walk 5 (red signs)or take the bus.

